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NATO and the United States 1994
kaplan a nato scholar and professor of history analyzes the challenges the organization faces in the 1990s
arguing that the alliance is still essential for a stable europe and that it is incumbent on the us to maintain its
nato troop strength includes texts of the brussels pact the north atlantic treaty and various related agreements
and a chronology paper edition 9221 x 16 95 annotation copyright by book news inc portland or

The Promise of Alliance 1997
the nature and function of the north atlantic treaty organization nato are uncertain now that the alliance has
accomplished its primary objective of defending western europe from the perceived soviet threat despite
uncertainty about nato s role in the post cold war world its political and military leaders agree that it can
continue to play a vital part in enhancing european security and maintaining international stability this superb
analysis explores the evolving functions and future directions of this unique organization paying particular
attention to the political cultures and goals of its member states the promise of alliance is important reading
for students and scholars of international relations foreign affairs and political theory

Enduring Alliance 2019-04-15
born from necessity the north atlantic treaty organization nato has always seemed on the verge of collapse
even now some seventy years after its inception some consider its foundation uncertain and its structure weak
at this moment of incipient strategic crisis timothy a sayle offers a sweeping history of the most critical
alliance in the post world war ii era in enduring alliance sayle recounts how the western european powers
along with the united states and canada developed a treaty to prevent encroachments by the soviet union and
to serve as a first defense in any future military conflict as the growing and unruly hodgepodge of countries
councils commands and committees inflated nato during the cold war sayle shows that the work of executive
leaders high level diplomats and institutional functionaries within nato kept the alliance alive and strong in the
face of changing administrations various crises and the flux of geopolitical maneuverings resilience and
flexibility have been the true hallmarks of nato as enduring alliance deftly shows the history of nato is
organized around the balance of power preponderant military forces and plans for nuclear war but it is also
the history riven by generational change the introduction of new approaches to conceiving international affairs
and the difficulty of diplomacy for democracies as nato celebrates its seventieth anniversary the alliance once
again faces challenges to its very existence even as it maintains its place firmly at the center of western
hemisphere and global affairs

The Limits of Alliance 2006-04-10
the limits of alliance surveys the security policies of the states in north and central europe in the context of a
declining north atlantic treaty organization and the emerging european security and defense policy it analyzes
u s policy toward the region and examines the continued viability of alignments inherited from the cold war
era it concludes that although nato will continue to exist in the coming decade the hollowing out of the alliance
will be accompanied by a shift in transatlantic security relations toward bilateralism determined by regional
security considerations

NATO and European Security 2003-03-30
from the end of the cold war to the terrorist attacks on the united states in september 2001 the nato alliance
has changed profoundly this book explores the multifaceted consequences of nato s adjustment to new
international and domestic political and security realities internal alliance politics and matters of relative
power within the membership have strongly influenced recent nato developments several major issues
challenging the alliance are examined including how the impact of efforts to develop an enhanced common
european security and defense policy have affected nato whether missile defense is driving the united states
and its european allies closer or further apart how the experience of nato in the balkans and elsewhere
brought alliance members together or made mato cohesion more difficult to maintain and in what way the
changing role of nato has influenced american and canadian participation in the alliance an important
guidepost to pivotal changes and likely nato developments scholars and policymakers of atlantic and
international politics will find these meditations indispensable a number of authors also speculate on the likely
changes for the alliance that will ensue in the wake of the september 11 terrorist attacks and the possibility
that nato will soon modify its mission and responsibilities in reaction to the threat of international terrorism
indeed many of the same strategies and strains that affected nato cohesion over the past decade are likely to
complicate efforts to maintain alliance unity as part of the anti terrorist coalition



Implications of a Changing NATO 2010
the main objectives of this book are to analyse the risks and dangers nato faces in the current strategic
environment and to discuss how the alliance can readjust to those challenges how can nato adapt to the
dangerous combination of a revisionist russia a reluctant united states and a europe in crisis nato s relevance
and ability to survive have been challenged many times before and it has not only survived but also has proven
highly adaptable to change this has been good for western cohesion and for the consolidation of the liberal
democratic rules based world order the main argument of this book is that nato can overcome this latest set of
challenges as well and retain its central role as a cornerstone of the european and transatlantic security order
nato is different from other alliances because its members share not only interests but values as well codified
in the preamble of the north atlantic treaty as allied support for democracy individual liberty and the rule of
law the greatest enemy of the alliance is the forces that challenge the common norms and values of nato s
member states and in a larger perspective the liberal democratic rules based world order and western
civilisation itself the book makes an original contribution to the existing literature on nato and transatlantic
relations and discusses the latest developments within nato since the trump administration took office the
book will be of much interest to students of nato geopolitics security studies and international relations in
general

NATO and the Crisis in the International Order 2018-12-19
the post cold war order established by the united states is at a crossroads no longer is the liberal order and u s
hegemonic power a given the challenge to nato is a concise review of the north atlantic treaty organization
nato its relationship with the united states and its implications for global security despite seeing its seventieth
anniversary in 2019 nato faces both external and internal threats to its continued survival this volume
examines the organization s past its current regional operations and future threats facing the atlantic alliance
with contributions by well known academics former central figures within nato and diplomats directly involved
in nato operations in this volume michael o slobodchikoff g doug davis and brandon stewart bring together
differing perspectives and orientations to provide a complete understanding of the future of the atlantic
alliance

The Challenge to NATO 2021-11
recent events in afghanistan and poland as well as the twenty sixth party congress have raised questions about
the future direction of the warsaw treaty organization similarly pressing issues such as the placement of long
range theater nuclear forces burden sharing and threats to the security of europe from peripheral areas for
instance the middle east call attention to the urgent need for a re examination of priorities and strategies
within the north atlantic treaty organization this book addresses these military considerations as well as the
political and social dimensions of european security the distinguished authors discuss four major subjects
european security perspectives nato the warsaw pact and resource allocations for defense within the
framework of comparative alliance approaches their detailed descriptions of current problems diversities and
discussions within the two alliance systems offer insight into the differing ideas of what constitutes security

The Future Of European Alliance Systems 2019-07-11
is nato prepared to return to collective defense in the face of russia s annexation of crimea invasion of ukraine
and aggressive posturing across northeastern europe arguing that nato faces critical hurdles in re embracing
collective defense this text offers practical solutions aimed at adjusting alliance strategy resourcing and
readiness

NATO and Article 5 2017-10-04
this volume provides an overview of the evolution of nato alliances and global security governance in the
twenty first century

Understanding NATO in the 21st Century 2013
the central aims of the book is to present in the form of a collection of papers a variety of views on nato from
member states formerly known as new and to assess in this context the prospects for nato enlargement
therefore the book consists of two parts the main objective of the first part is to present how nato is now
perceived in central and south eastern europe papers collected here offer an opportunity to reflect on the
impact of the enlargements starting from 1999 on nato functioning and evolution roles tasks and capabilities



the issue of how accession has transformed accessioning states will also be discussed last but not least the
perspective of new members on nato s future will be presented the authors of the articles in this part mainly
come from those countries that joined the alliance after the end of the cold war the second part is devoted
strictly to the topic of enlargement in this part we asked experts from nato members both old and new
potential candidates and other nato partners including russia georgia ukraine azerbaijan sweden finland etc
how they view the future of nato cooperation with external partners in europe and the prospects for
enlargement of the alliance

Newcomers No More? Contemporary NATO and the Future of the
Enlargement from the Perspective of “Post-Cold War” Members
2015
this book is an interpretive analysis of transatlantic security relations from the preparation of the north
atlantic treaty to the obama administration

Permanent Alliance? 2010-07-15
this book provides a brief description and analysis for the evolution of the transformation process of the north
atlantic alliance nato from the end of the cold war to the 2006 riga summit it will give you a complete vision
about the nature of the new transformed nato and limits of its new global role this book is designed to give you
the basic knowledge and guidance for further readings and research

The New NATO 2007-09-27
this book is an excellent introduction to the north atlantic treaty organization nato julian lindley french clearly
outlines all of the institution s key facets to deliver an authoritative account detailing the origins institutions
workings and activities of nato this volume also focuses on its future as the institutional basis for the security
dimension of the transatlantic relationship and an institution contributing to global security it is clear that nato
faces fresh challenges in the twenty first century and will be in the spotlight for years to come

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization 2006-11-22
nato the most successful alliance in history is beset by unresolved tensions and divergent interests that are
undermining its cohesion credibility and capability in this new book mark webber james sperling and martin
smith explore four key post cold war developments that threaten nato s survival an overextended geostrategic
reach and an unwieldly security policy portfolio a failure to address capability short falls and meet defence
spending benchmarks us weariness and european wariness that call nato into question and intra alliance
discord over russia s place in the european security order and how to deal with moscow s destabilization of
georgia and ukraine the authors propose in response a range of policy options that could reinvigorate nato but
conclude with a note of caution alliances come and go and most are cast into the dustbin of history if nato is to
avoid this fate it must not only address the major problems that trouble it but also get to grips with future
challenges to alliance cohesion and credibility from brexit to the emerging contest with china

What's Wrong with NATO and How to Fix it 2021-03-16
despite momentous change nato remains a crucial safeguard of security and peace today s north atlantic
treaty organization with nearly thirty members and a global reach differs strikingly from the alliance of twelve
created in 1949 to keep the americans in the russians out and the germans down these differences are not
simply the result of the cold war s end 9 11 or recent twenty first century developments but represent a more
general pattern of adaptability first seen in the incorporation of germany as a full member of the alliance in
the early 1950s unlike other enduring post world war ii institutions that continue to reflect the international
politics of their founding era nato stands out for the boldness and frequency of its transformations over the
past seventy years in this compelling book seth a johnston presents readers with a detailed examination of how
nato adapts nearly every aspect of nato including its missions functional scope size and membership is
profoundly different than at the organization s founding using a theoretical framework of critical junctures to
explain changes in nato s organization and strategy throughout its history johnston argues that the alliance s
own bureaucratic actors played important and often overlooked roles in these adaptations touching on
renewed confrontation between russia and the west which has reignited the debate about nato s relevance as
well as a quarter century of post cold war rapprochement and more than a decade of expeditionary effort in
afghanistan how nato adapts explores how crises from ukraine to syria have again made nato s capacity for



adaptation a defining aspect of european and international security students scholars and policy practitioners
will find this a useful resource for understanding nato transatlantic relations and security in europe and north
america as well as theories about change in international institutions

NATO, the Entangling Alliance 1962
why nato endures examines military alliances and their role in international relations developing two themes
the first is that the atlantic alliance also known as nato has become something very different from virtually all
pre 1939 alliances and many contemporary alliances the members of early alliances frequently feared their
allies as much if not more than their enemies viewing them as temporary accomplices and future rivals in
contrast nato members were almost all democracies that encouraged each other to grow stronger the book s
second theme is that nato as an alliance of democracies has developed hidden strengths that have allowed it to
endure for roughly 60 years unlike most other alliances which often broke apart within a few years
democracies can and do disagree with one another but they do not fear each other they also need the approval
of other democracies as they conduct their foreign policies these traits constitute built in self healing
tendencies which is why nato endures

How NATO Adapts 2017-02
nato s military intervention in yugoslavia highlights the choices and problems confronting the alliance as it
approaches the new century is nato suited to playing such a role or is the alliance a cold war anachronism

Why NATO Endures 2009-06-29
scholarship on nato is often preoccupied with key episodes in the development of the organisation and so for
the most part has remained inattentive to theory this book addresses that gap in the literature it provides a
comprehensive analysis of nato through a range of theoretical perspectives that includes realism liberalism
and constructivism and lesser known approaches centred on learning public goods securitisation and risk
focusing on nato s post cold war development it considers the conceptualisation purpose and future of the
alliance this book will be of interest to students and scholars of international organisation international
relations security and european politics

NATO Enters the 21st Century 2001
the north atlantic treaty organization nato is a military alliance established by the signing of the north atlantic
treaty on april 4 1949 the treaty was signed by belgium the netherlands luxemburg france united kingdom
united states canada portugal italy norway denmark and iceland today there are a total of 26 countries that
belong to nato the a to z of nato and other international security organizations covers the atlantic alliance s
origins structure and organization through a chronology an introductory essay a bibliography and over 1 000
cross referenced dictionary entries on its secretaries generals its supreme allied commanders europe plus all
affiliated organizations created to enhance nato s reach in a broader euro atlantic security architecture e g
north atlantic consultative council euro atlantic partnership council nato russia charter nato ukraine charter
and nato mediterranean dialogue partners this book also covers other related regional organizations with
security responsibilities in europe and worldwide where they interact with nato either currently e g anzus
asean european union organization of african unity organization of american states organization on security
and cooperation in europe and united nations or in the past e g cento european defence community seato
warsaw pact and western european union

Theorising NATO 2015-11-19
while nato was created with a primary outlook to the east its southern rim was neglected strategically until the
end of the cold war since then the alliance has undertaken a number of efforts to build strategic relationships
with the middle east and north africa recognizing the region s importance for allied security but obstacles are
on the way to deepened relations and geostrategic realities do not play in nato s favor a region of crisis
suspicious of the west in general and riddled with internal instability is a difficult one to build ties with this
monograph examines the existing relationships as well as the remaining obstacles and proposes solutions to
the latter

The A to Z of NATO and Other International Security



Organizations 2009-09-14
the middle east and north africa might not be the first region that comes to mind when one contemplates the
north atlantic treaty organization nato to many the alliance was founded largely to unite europe and north
america and to counter threats emerging from the soviet bloc the end of the cold war changed these
assumptions not least to be proven by nato s operation in libya in 2011 sanctioned by the league of arab states
in this monograph dr florence gaub describes how the region has moved from the rim of the alliance s security
perspective toward a more nuanced vision that recognizes the region s role in an ever changing and more
complex world nato has understood the security implications emerging from the changes taking place among
its southern neighbors and the need for dialogue and cooperation dr gaub gives not only an overview of the
different frameworks of cooperation that nato has with the middle east and north africa but also explains their
evolution and potential

Against All Odds 2012
nato was hugely successful in facing off the soviet union during the cold war but has it been equally successful
in addressing the new threats of the post cold war era this new study assesses the organization s political and
military initiatives and how its outreach to russia ukraine and other countries in the euro atlantic and
mediterranean regions devoted considerable attention to wmd proliferation risks it also probes the political
factors both inside and outside nato as well as resource constraints which have limited the alliance s added
value in the international community s effort to combat proliferation the events of 11 september 2001 and
bitter intra alliance controversy over the 2003 iraq intervention have highlighted questions regarding nato s
future role and even its continued viability this is a serious reflection on how the alliance should figure in the
fight against wmd and terrorist threats and an examination of today s key issues including the use of force in
international relations and the possibility of constructing new post cold war collective security rules this is the
first study to evaluate critically and in depth how a long standing security organization has adapted and must
continue to adapt to the global security challenges of our time this book will be of great interest to all students
and scholars of international politics military history and all readers interested in the future of nato and
international security

AGAINST ALL ODDS: RELATIONS BETWEEN NATO AND THE
MENA REGION 2013-05-20
contents of this report 1 intro a test of u s leadership new u s strategy toward afghanistan and pakistan nato
summit 2 evolution of nato in afghanistan purpose of the mission principal issues confronting the isaf mission
national caveats provincial reconstruction teams counter narcotics mission statement difficulties in raising
troops disagreements over treatment of prisoners 3 command structure coordinating isaf and oef operations
allied viewpoints germany reconstruction as the priority the netherlands security and reconstruction britain
and canada a broad mandate france combat and stabilization 4 the eu in afghanistan 5 congressional action 6
assessments 7 prospects map

NATO and Weapons of Mass Destruction 2009-05-07
war has returned to europe and nato stands at the forefront of the response to russia s aggression in ukraine
but how does nato function how do nato member states perceive and act through the atlantic alliance and
ultimately how do states shape nato s cohesion and relevance in the face of threats the nations of nato
explores national policies within the atlantic alliance it examines the foreign policies of 16 allies focusing on
issues such as their strategic cultures relationship with the united states contributions to nato operations
levels of defence spending domestic challenges and decision making processes the recent crisis in ukraine has
without doubt reinvigorated nato as a military alliance but over the last decade it has also been affected by a
number of challenges both endogenous and exogenous whether the alliance is threatened from the outside
russia terrorism china or is being undermined from within intra alliance politics diverging threat perceptions
has become an increasingly debated issue the degree to which the alliance can adapt to evolving threats has
also been at stake at the heart of these debates are nato allies policies preferences threat perceptions and
level of commitment to the shared enterprise by analysing the drivers constraints and specificities of relevant
national policies the volume offers an overview of nato s contemporary functions and challenges and
constitutes an important source of data for future research and comparative analysis



NATO in Afghanistan 2009-12
kaplan history and european union studies kent state u concentrates on the differences within the north
american treaty organization particularly between the us and europe internal conflicts he says have arguable
been more frequent and often more bitter if not more dangerous to the alliance

The Nations of NATO 2022-10-20
obsolete brain dead a failure in afghanistan nato has never had to deal with such massive criticism the timing
is anything but good in the new world disorder russia and china are challenging the west international
terrorism is on the rise while democracy is in retreat around the world even in member states of the
transatlantic alliance the seductive lure of authoritarianism is increasing nevertheless there is no reason to
fear that nato s success story has come to an end nato is not some old fashioned military alliance that
crumbles when member states interests diverge rather it is a political alliance in which sovereign states
further develop their national interests into an overarching alliance interest its democratic values the
obligation to reach a consensus as well as its design as a marketplace where diplomats civil servants and
soldiers constantly exchange information in formal and informal discussion formats help here this is the
unique strength of nato which should be used more in the future in the last chapters of his book the author
addresses the people in nato and in the ministries of the member states regardless of whether they belong to
the top management or work in the engine room they make the difference given the re nationalization
tendencies their task is not easy they need role models freedom to think and act and comprehensive education

NATO Divided, NATO United 2004-05-30
as we reach its 60th anniversary nato a security alliance of 28 countries from north america and europe
remains the principal security instrument of the transatlantic community and the expression of its common
democratic values however the nato today is not longer that of 1949 after the collapse of communism and the
soviet union nato had to reinvent itself politically for the initial challenges of the post cold war era in the space
of a decade nato successfully transformed itself from a north american western european alliance focused
exclusively on territorial defence into a pan european institution with new members stretching from the baltic
to the black sea nato s missions have changed and its structures have been reformed accordingly it has had to
adapt to the changing world and changing threats such as terrorism the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction transnational trafficking piracy cyber attacks or climate change sixty years after its foundation
nato has not become rusty or outdated on the contrary in the new security environment its role has increased
nato remains the pre eminent institutional framework for the usa canada and europe not just to consult
together but also to act together nato s key stabilising role in the balkans and more recently in afghanistan its
role in fighting terrorism and the continuing interest on the part of several nations in joining nato all
demonstrate that the alliance is very much in demand the post cold war enlargement and the alliance s future
reflects upon nato s achievements and setbacks at the time that explores the challenges that lie ahead in the
future of the most successful military alliance of the modern euro atlantic history and beyond this book is a
must have for those interested in international relations global security and defence issues ios press is an
international science technical and medical publisher of high quality books for academics scientists and
professionals in all fields some of the areas we publish in biomedicine oncology artificial intelligence databases
and information systems maritime engineering nanotechnology geoengineering all aspects of physics e
governance e commerce the knowledge economy urban studies arms control understanding and responding to
terrorism medical informatics computer sciences

Alliance Security 1983
because of both history and geography the finnish relationship with russia is unique in europe at the same
time the finnish perception of russia as a source of security challenges is acute finland is engaged in a debate
over whether it would be desirable to seek membership of nato in order to mitigate these challenges a full and
frank debate has been difficult because it is constrained by a range of political and societal taboos
nevertheless there are indicators that a move toward nato is not impossible in the foreseeable future if finland
were to opt for joining nato this would register in russian defence and security thinking as a serious concern
unlike the baltic accession in 2004 the response from the newly assertive russia could potentially be swift and
damaging this would also have implications for russian relations with the eu of which finland has been a
member since 1995 many in finland see the eu as a security provider and there is confusion in the national
debate between eu or nordic security policy cooperation and an actual defensive alliance finland s nato
argument is a complex and multi faceted one made even more so by regional and cultural specifics but it needs
to be understood because its result could have a major impact on russia s relationships with both nato and the
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NATO 2022-09-16
is nato still in the best interest of the united states this provocative work argues that the focus on nato
distracts the u s from the vital foreign policy challenges of the 21st century most notably china s rise in power
since its beginning in 1949 nato the north atlantic treaty organization has been at the center of u s foreign
policy the alliance was crucial during the decades of the cold war and the united states collaborated closely
with nato during crises in kosovo afghanistan and libya but does the nato alliance still serve the best interests
of the u s the nato of today one that has expanded to 30 member countries risks involving the u s in unwanted
military activities of the future actions that were not intended in the original atlantic alliance in addition the
real challenges for foreign policy of 21st century are not in europe but in the expanding economic
powerhouses in asia especially china nato reconsidered argues that the changes in world politics in recent
decades requires that the more than 70 year old alliance should no longer be the principal focus of u s foreign
policy

NATO at 60 2010
discusses the founding and development of the north atlantic treaty organization and its effectiveness as a
peace preserver today

Waking the Neighbour 2009
in this analysis of nato s formation and early years kaplan describes how the alliance began as a response to
european perceptions and initiatives and ultimately led the u s to abandon its cherished tradition of non
entanglement he examines the tortuous negotiations between europeans and americans and the bargaining
among individuals factions and institutions in the united states to show how anguished the american decision
to join europe in a military alliance was he also describes the early organizational developments and the
impact of the korean war on nato he concludes that though several problems that were not settled in the
formative years and still plague nato it remains a primary means of bringing about a rational organization of
international life isbn 0 8131 0159 x pbk 12 00

Atlantic Alliance 1952
can nato survive the stimulating and highly original essays contained in this volume provide important new
insights into why the treaty organization was formed how it developed and what it has contributed both to the
security and to the integration of europe the authors examine nato as a strong and intricate webbing holding
together the nations of europe as well as binding them to the united states as guarantor of free world stability
this book is essential to the re examination now under way of nato s role in the radically different post cold
war world

Canada, NATO, and the Bomb 1988
this book examines the nato reports on the soviet bloc s political and economic system from 1951 to the
aftermath of the soviet invasion of czechoslovakia and the beginning of detente as part of the wider history of
cold war alliances the detailed assessments of the nato experts regarding the non military aspects of soviet
power are a crucial indicator of western allied perceptions of the adversary their study allows us to widen the
discussion on the western alliance the accuracy of its information or perceptions and the nature of the cold
war hatzivassiliou argues that the cold war was not only a strategic dilemma although it certainly was that as
well but also the latest stage of the crisis of legitimization which had been raging since the dawn of modernity
nato western analysis is examined in this context at the same time the book discusses the relative influence of
the major nato members us and british influence was strong while french west german and italian influence
was also significant in the drafting of the reports and thus in shaping the alliance s perceptions during the cold
war this book will be of much interest to students of nato cold war studies international history foreign policy
and ir in general

NATO Reconsidered 2020-10-27



Integration and Disintegration in NATO 1969

NATO, Alliance for Peace 1981

The United States and NATO 1984

NATO: The Founding of the Atlantic Alliance and the Integration
of Europe 1992-04-08

NATO and Western Perceptions of the Soviet Bloc 2014
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